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The Prosperity Now Scorecard is a
comprehensive resource for data on
household financial health and policy
recommendations to help put everyone
in our country on a path to prosperity.
While primarily focused on state
outcomes and policies, the Scorecard
also provides data at the local level in
order to drill down and better understand
opportunities for and barriers to
prosperity within communities.

How are residents in major U.S. cities
faring on measures of financial stability
and wealth?
To answer this question, Prosperity Now looked at the largest
cities in America—the 64 cities with populations over 300,000—
and ranked their performance across all of the 26 local outcome
measures in the Scorecard (See Table 1): income and wealth,
business ownership and employment, housing, access to health
insurance and educational attainment. The cities that fall to the
bottom and rise to the top in this analysis speak to larger trends
in this country about who is succeeding in our current economy,
access to opportunities and the growing racial wealth divide.

With this release, we are updating the
Scorecard data available at the local
level: cities, counties and metro areas.
In addition, we have expanded the local
geographies in the Scorecard to include
Congressional districts and tribal areas
(i.e., American Indian reservations).

The 10 cities that rank worst of all major U.S. cities are mostly
Visit scorecard.prosperitynow.org to
older industrial cities facing challenges transitioning to the new
view all of the data and sources.
economy, as well as cities like Miami and Santa Ana with large
immigrant populations. While there are differences between
the 10 cities, they rank poorly on almost all measures of their
residents’ financial health across all areas of the Scorecard. The average median income in these cities is $37,271, which
is well below that of all the major cities ($50,964). Almost one in four (23.9%) families in these cities live in income poverty,
and 17.7% lack health insurance. And while homes are more affordable in a few of these cities—with Detroit, Memphis and
Cleveland all ranking in the top 10 for most affordable homes compared to median incomes—on average, homeownership
is still low (an average of 43.7%) and the housing cost burden is high, particularly for renters. An average of 59.5% of
renters in the worst ranking cities are paying more than 30% of their incomes for rent and utilities, which means they
have less money left over each month to pay for other necessities or to put away for a rainy day. Average unemployment
is also significantly higher in these cities than for all major cities (9.3% vs. 6.7%), and while the Scorecard does not have
local measures of job quality, you can infer that opportunities for high paying jobs with benefits are lacking in these cities
by looking at rates of employer-provided health insurance. Only 41.7% of people in the bottom ranking cities on average
receive health insurance through an employer—compared to 51.6% of those in all cities—and it’s as low as 30% of people
in Miami.

Highest Ranking Cities
1
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
st

Population

Honolulu, HI
Virginia Beach, VA
San Francisco, CA
San Jose, CA
Albuquerque, NM
Louisville, KY
Seattle, WA
Colorado Springs, CO
Portland, OR
Wichita, KS
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349,597
449,733
850,282
1,009,363
556,859
611,573
668,849
448,759
620,589
388,033

Lowest Ranking Cities
64
63rd
62nd
61st
60th
59th
58th
57th
56th
55th
th

Milwaukee, WI
Memphis, TN
Miami, FL
Detroit, MI
Santa Ana, CA
Cleveland, OH
New Orleans, LA
Fresno, CA
Baltimore, MD
St. Louis, MO
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Population
598,672
655,857
432,622
683,443
333,605
389,165
382,922
513,807
621,000
316,030
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The top 10 cities fall roughly into two groups: cities on the west coast and smaller (on average), but still prosperous cities
across the US. The cities on the west coast (including Honolulu) have high median incomes, very low income poverty
and high rates of college graduates. The second group of top performing cities—Virginia Beach, Albuquerque, Louisville,
Colorado Springs and Wichita—are cities with lower median incomes and rates of college attainment, but better outcomes
on housing than the other cities. The smaller but still prosperous cities had the highest ranking homeownership rates of all
cities, with Virginia Beach ranking first at 63.2% homeownership. In contrast, the homeownership rates in west coast cities
were abysmal: San Francisco had one of the worst homeownership rates at 36.8% and Honolulu was not far behind with
only 43.1% homeownership. This difference is primarily driven by high housing costs. Median home values are an average
of 3.5 times higher than median incomes in the more affordable cities, but in the west coast cities, median home values
are an average 7.7 times higher than median incomes. That ratio is almost 10 times higher in Honolulu and San Francisco,
which calls into question who can afford to live in these cities.
The stark difference in outcomes between the top and bottom cities is also reflected in very different pictures of household
wealth in these cities. An average of 54.4% of households in the lowest ranking cities are liquid asset poor, which means
that they haven’t saved enough to pay themselves at poverty-level income for three months in the event that a job loss or
other emergency leaves them without the ability to earn (estimated at $6,275 for a family of four in 2018). These cities also
represent the extremes in households with zero net worth: Cleveland, Detroit and Milwaukee have the three worst rates
(29.4%, 29.1% and 27.9%), and San Jose, Honolulu, Virginia Beach and San Francisco have the four lowest rates (14.4%,
15.9%, 17.2% and 17.8%).
Another area in which these top and bottom cities consistently differ is in the racial composition of their populations.
While the top 10 cities do include cities with majority populations of color (Albuquerque, San Jose, Honolulu and San
Francisco), it is telling that the aggregate the population of the highest ranking cities is 51.0% White and only 7.8% Black.
The overall population in the ten lowest performing cities is 25.0% White and 45.9% Black. The percentage of the Asian
population varies somewhat (17.5% vs 3.9% in the bottom 10 cities) while the Latino population stays relatively constant
(17.8% in the top 10 cities vs 22.9%). That Black households are so underrepresented in the more prosperous cities and so
overrepresented in the poorly performing cities speaks to the lingering effects of generations of racism and discriminatory,
wealth-stripping practices and policies as well as the structural barriers to economic mobility for Black families.
These data compel us to consider what policy interventions will acknowledge and address systemic barriers to opportunity,
financial access and ultimately prosperity. No matter the ranking, each city has a unique set of strengths and challenges
based on their specific demographics, geography, history and politics--all of which should shape the policy solutions
chosen to address challenges. While the Scorecard does not assess localities on municipal policy adoption, Prosperity
Now actively engages in municipal policy development and is a resource for designing and advocating for local-level
financial security policies.

RACIAL COMPOSITION OF CITIES
TOP PERFORMING CITIES

LOWEST PERFORMING CITIES

2.1%
3.9% OTHER*

5.8%
7.8%

OTHER*

ASIAN

BLACK

22.9%
LATINO

17.5%
ASIAN

51%

45.9%

WHITE

17.8%
LATINO

BLACK

25%
WHITE

For more analysis on racial
equity and the racial wealth
divide, see the analysis from
Prosperity Now’s Racial
Wealth Divide Initiative.
To take action to improve
outcomes for people of color,
see our Racial Equity Policy
Design and Advocacy: A
Primer and our forthcoming
Municipal Policy Blueprint.

*OTHER includes American Indian and Native Alaskan, Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander, two or more races and some other race.
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2018 PROSPERITY NOW SCORECARD LOCAL OUTCOME RANKS
For US Cities with Populations over 300,000
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

City

Population

Honolulu, HI

349,597

Virginia Beach, VA

449,733

San Francisco, CA

850,282

San Jose, CA

1,009,363

Albuquerque, NM

556,859

Louisville, KY

611,573

Seattle, WA

668,849

Colorado Springs, CO

448,759

Portland, OR

620,589

Wichita, KS

388,033

Lexington, KY

311,529

Raleigh, NC

441,326

Oklahoma City, OK

620,015

San Diego, CA

1,374,812

Jacksonville, FL

856,616

Omaha, NE

443,072

Austin, TX

907,779

Mesa, AZ

470,456

Arlington, TX

383,899

Nashville, TN

643,771

Pittsburgh, PA

305,305

Aurora, CO

351,131

San Antonio, TX

1,439,358

Corpus Christi, TX

320,050

Fort Worth, TX

815,930

Tulsa, OK

399,906

Denver, CO

663,303

Columbus, OH

837,038

Las Vegas, NV

613,295

Charlotte, NC

808,834

Kansas City, MO

471,767

Sacramento, CA

484,530

Rank
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

City

Population

Indianapolis, IN

846,674

Washington, DC

659,009

Bakersfield, CA

367,555

El Paso, TX

678,058

Minneapolis, MN

404,670

Anaheim, CA

346,776

Riverside, CA

318,678

Phoenix, AZ

1,555,324

Tucson, AZ

527,586

Boston, MA

658,279

Tampa, FL

361,477

San Juan, PR

350,402

Philadelphia, PA

1,559,938

Long Beach, CA

469,793

New York, NY

8,461,961

Los Angeles, CA

3,918,872

Atlanta, GA

456,378

Houston, TX

2,240,582

Oakland, CA

412,040

Chicago, IL

2,714,017

Dallas, TX

1,278,433

Stockton, CA

301,443

St. Louis, MO

316,030

Baltimore, MD

621,000

Fresno, CA

513,807

New Orleans, LA

382,922

Cleveland, OH

389,165

Santa Ana, CA

333,605

Detroit, MI

683,443

Miami, FL

432,622

Memphis, TN

655,857

Milwaukee, WI

598,672

Prosperity Now used the same ranking methodology we use for state Scorecard ranks to assess the cities for this brief. We ranked the
64 cities with populations above 300,000 (according to the 2012-2016 American Community survey) on each of the 26 local outcome
measures: #1 is the most desirable, #64 is the least desirable. The overall ranks are calculated by averaging the ranks from each of the
individual measures. The city with the lowest average rank is #1 and the highest average rank is #64.
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NEW FOR 2018: CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS AND TRIBAL AREAS
The Prosperity Now Scorecard now includes data for the 435 Congressional districts and the delegate districts for the
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. Each district features 24 measures of household wealth, financial access and
financial security, including liquid asset poverty. 36% of households in the average Congressional district are liquid asset
poor. However, the ability to save this basic nest egg varies considerably from district to district. The highest and lowest
liquid asset poverty rates in the voting districts can both be found within the New York metro area, separated only by a
few miles and the East River.
In New York’s 15th Congressional District—located in the Bronx, over half (54%) of households are liquid asset poor. The
district’s population is majority Latino and almost one-third Black, and it’s also the worst performing district on other key
measures of financial health. The 15th District has the lowest median income and lowest homeownership rate of any other
voting district. This is in stark contrast to New York’s 3rd District, a majority White district on the North Shore of Long Island
primarily in Suffolk and Nassau Counties. The 3rd District’s median income is four times higher than the 15th District, and
it has the highest homeownership rate of any Congressional district. While this wealthy district also has the lowest liquid
asset poverty rate, one in five households still lack basic savings to help them get by if their income was interrupted. This
is roughly three times higher than the income poverty rate, indicating that barriers to savings are present for more than
the lowest income families.

A TALE OF TWO CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS IN NEW YORK
NY’s 15th District (Rep. Jose Serrano, D)
Liquid Asset Poverty: 54%
Median Income: $26,096
Family Income Poverty: 39%
Homeownership Rate: 9%
Latino Population: 66%
Black Population: 28%
White Population: 2%

NY’s 3rd District (Rep. Tom Suozzi, D)
Liquid Asset Poverty: 20%
Median Income: $104,805
Family Income Poverty: 6%
Homeownership Rate: 81%
Latino Population: 11%
Black Population: 3%
White Population: 70%

With mid-term elections happening this November, this district-level data is a valuable resource for advocates to educate
policymakers on the financial wellbeing of their district. Federal legislation has tremendous impact on the economic
mobility of working families and lawmakers need quantitative data to support policy decisions. For example, using
measures that illustrate households’ lack of savings and access to credit can be used to advocate against asset limits for
federal programs and for legislation to expand credit access through alternative data reporting.
Download and print your Congressional district report to leave behind after face-to-face meetings
with policy makers. Encourage your network to share Congressional district data with elected officials
on social media. Hand your district’s report to candidates at local town halls or rallies. Constituents
are the greatest source of information for policymakers. Use Scorecard data to help make the case for
working families in your Congressional district this election cycle.
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TRIBAL AREAS
To highlight the unique economic challenges facing Native American communities, Prosperity Now has added tribal
areas to the Scorecard. Tribal areas are defined geographic areas (e.g., reservations, pueblos, Alaskan Native villages)
delineated for, held in trust for or under the control of American Indians, Alaska Natives or Native Hawaiians.1 The way
that reservations and other tribal areas were determined has varied; some include a tribe’s original land while others were
established by the federal government to resettle American Indians forcibly removed from their homelands. Approximately
100 million (primarily rural) acres in the United States are designated as tribal land, making it the size of the fourth largest
U.S. state. Tribal lands are spiritually, culturally and economically significant to Native communities, and they are critical for
sovereign tribal nations to exercise self-governance and self-determination.2
The historical and ongoing lack of investment in and economic isolation of American Indian reservations and other tribal
lands contributes to the high levels of financial insecurity within Native communities. This is particularly the case when we
look at Native people living on tribal lands, which make up only 19% of almost five million people living on tribal lands in
the United States.3 Whereas only 11% of families in the US are income poor, 18.1% of all families and 28.2% of Native families
on tribal lands are living in poverty. People living on tribal lands also have less access to health insurance—on 20% of
all people under the age of 65 and 31.8% of Native Americans lack health insurance, compared to only 11.7% nationally.
Educational attainment lags significantly behind on tribal lands as well. Only 10.1% of Native adults and 19.9% of all adults
on tribal lands have at least a four-year college degree, while 30.3% of all American adults have college degrees.
One outcome where tribal areas in the aggregate outperform the US is homeownership. Homeownership rates on
tribal lands (67.3%)—even for Native households (64.9%)—outpaces that of the national average (63.6%). However,
homeownership rates on tribal lands and for Native households vary considerably and can be impacted by restrictions on
trust land and access to mortgage financing. In addition, the age and quality of the housing stock on some tribal lands may
decrease the wealth-building potential of homeownership even for those families on tribal lands that do own their homes.4

TRIBAL AREAS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES

Map depicts all tribal areas recognized by the U.S. Census Bureau. Some areas did not meet Prosperity Now’s threshold for number of
households and therefore are not included in the Scorecard data or interactive map.
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NEW RESOURCES ON SCORECARD.PROSPERITYNOW.ORG!

New Comparison Tool
If you want to further see how your community compares to other places, the Scorecard has a new comparison
tool that allows you to compare specific outcomes—including for populations by race—for your local area to other
places. You can create a custom list of places or you can see a comparison of cities or counties with either a similar
population size or median income. Want to see how college attainment for Latino adults in Houston compares to
other major cities in the US? You can find out now by selecting “Compare Places” in Data by Location or Data by
Issue.

Expanded Scorecard data for Native
Americans
In addition to adding outcome measures for
tribal areas to the Scorecard, Prosperity Now has
expanded the data available on Native Americans
and Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders5 in the
Scorecard at all other local levels—cities, counties,
metro areas and congressional districts. You can
now download reports and charts highlighting
how outcomes for Native Americans compare to
other populations within your community.

Local Data by Issue
Not only can you find all of the outcomes for
your community using our interactive map when
you explore Data by Location, you can now find
local data within the states for each measure
in Data by Issue. Wondering how large cities in
Connecticut compare on cost-burdened renters
or which cities in Arizona have the highest rate of
unbanked households? View the local measures
within Data by Issue to find out.
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ENDNOTES
1 The Scorecard includes data for all tribal areas with over 1,000 households available in the 2012-2016 American

Community Survey: federal-recognized reservations, pueblos, rancherias, villages, etc.; state-recognized reservations;
Alaska Native village and urban corporations; Hawaiian Home Lands; tribal-designated, state-designated and
Oklahoma tribal statistical areas. We aggregated the data for reservations, villages or other tribal areas with fewer
than 1,000 households within 22 states into areas labeled “Small Tribal Areas,” which are available on the Scorecard
website. For definitions of the different types of tribal areas, visit the Census Bureau’s My Tribal Area at
http://census.gov/tribal.

2 Adapted from Tribal Nations and the United States: An Introduction developed by the National Congress of American
Indians (NCAI). Please refer to this guide at http://www.ncai.org/about-tribes for more information on tribal nations,
tribal lands, and a history and overview of tribal governance.

3 To get the U.S. estimates we aggregated all tribal area data from the Census and calculated the demographic and

other estimators from that. Because of this, some of the very large tribal areas that have large populations of white
residents (mainly the Oklahoma Tribal Statistical Areas (OTSAs) and some urban reservations) skewed the overall
demographics. While the U.S. aggregate statistic is an interesting comparison, most tribal areas are actually majority
Native American but have smaller populations than the OTSAs. Therefore, in this brief we have chosen to emphasize
our overall estimators for the Native American population on tribal lands as comparison points for our tribal area data.

4 Kunesh, Patrice. “Creating a Clear Path to Native American Homeownership,” Center for Indian Country Development,
August 31, 2015. https://www.minneapolisfed.org/indiancountry/events/cicd-speeches/creating-a-clear-path-tonative-american-homeownership. Also see Pindus, Nancy, et.al., Housing Needs of American Indians and Alaska
Natives in Tribal Areas: A Report from the Assessment of American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian
Housing Needs: Executive Summary, (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2017.)
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/publications/HousingNeedsAmerIndians-ExecSumm.html.
5 The U.S. Census Bureau groups Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders together for the data they provide through
American Community Survey tables.
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VISIT SCORECARD.PROSPERITYNOW.ORG TO VIEW ALL OF THE DATA AND
SOURCES
n Compare outcomes in your local community to those of other communities, or to the outcomes at the state and
national level.
n Discern the unique financial challenges facing communities of color.
n Customize reports that make for perfect handouts in meetings with your elected officials.
n Assess the extent to which your state has taken steps to build residents’ financial well-being.
n Connect with like-minded advocates, activists and service providers in your city or state.

3 WAYS YOU CAN USE THE PROSPERITY NOW SCORECARD
1

Engage with officials. 
Lawmakers need to know that constituents are paying attention. Call your state legislator to share these
findings for your state and highlight opportunities for improvement next year.

2

Share the knowledge.
Share compelling Scorecard data on social media (e.g., Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn and more)
to build support for policies that help families climb the economic ladder.

3

Inform your practice.
Use the Scorecard to inform your coalition’s policy agenda. Consider your state’s efforts to introduce
policies that enable economic mobility and block policies that inhibit families’ opportunities to thrive. Then,
host an advocacy training to educate advocates and policymakers on key issues.

For more information on how Prosperity Now can support your state or local financial security policy agenda,
contact us at scorecard@prosperitynow.org.
Ready to advocate to your Member of Congress? Visit our Advocacy Center at prosperitynow.org/take-action.

ABOUT PROSPERITY NOW
Prosperity Now (formerly CFED) believes that everyone deserves a chance to prosper. Since 1979, we
have helped make it possible for millions of people, especially people of color and those of limited incomes, to
achieve financial security, stability and, ultimately, prosperity. We offer a unique combination of scalable
practical solutions, in-depth research and proven policy solutions, all aimed at building wealth for those
who need it most.
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